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ABSTRACT  

Analyzing the key success factors for hit songs in the billboard music chart is an ongoing area of interest 
to the music industry. Although there have been many studies on predicting whether a song has the 
potential to become a hit song over the past decades, the following research question remains – Can hit 
songs be predicted? And if yes, what are the characteristics of those hit songs? This study applies data 
mining techniques using SAS® Enterprise Miner 

TM
 to understand why some music is more popular than 

the other. In particular, certain songs are considered ‘one-hit-wonders’, which are in the top billboard 
chart only once; meanwhile the other are acknowledge masterpieces.  With 2,139 data records, the 
results demonstrate the practical validity of our approach.   
 

INTRODUCTION  

Analyzing the key success factors for hit songs in the billboard music chart is an ongoing area of interest 
to the music industry. Although there have been many studies on predicting whether a song has the 
potential to become a hit song over the past decades, the following research question remains – Can hit 
songs be predicted? And if yes, what are the characteristics of those hit songs? This study applies 
data mining techniques using SAS® Enterprise Miner 

TM
 to understand why some music is more popular 

than the other. In particular, certain songs are considered ‘one-hit-wonders’, which are in the top billboard 
chart only once; meanwhile the other are acknowledge masterpieces.  This paper describes a method in 
which three predictive models such as logistic regression, decision tree, and neural network are 
constructed to predict hit songs. Figure 1 presents the research framework of this study.     
 

 

THE MUSIC INDUSTRY 

The music industry has been undergoing drastic changes since the advent of widespread digital 
distribution of music. In 2010, the worldwide revenues for sales of recorded music, which were estimated 
at approximately $15.9 billion, had dropped suddenly 8.4%, compared to that in 2009. Physical sales had 
dropped 14.2% while increasing digital sales at approximately 5.3%. Usually, the music industry focuses 
on the following three processes: Creation of music, Marketing of music, and Distribution of music.  
 
- Creation of music involves a lot of stakeholders such as artists, producers, songwriters, and 

composers. Universal Music Group, Sony Music Entertainment, Electric & Musical Industries Ltd. 
(EMI), and Warner Music Group are among the “Big Four” firms, which contributed approximately 
93% of the market in 2012.  
 

- Marketing of music involves identifying major channels of branding, information dissemination, and 
community building. Many channels such as professional promoters, disk jockeys, dance clubs, 
YouTube or social media, television and radio stations are used to propagate information about new 
song releases and provide samples of music to the music lovers and potential customers.   

 
- Distribution of music: Retail shops, online retail websites, and broadcasters are among the common 

channels to reach the end-users or the consumers. Figure 2 presents the principal organizational 
structures of the music industry.   
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Figure 1. The Research Framework on Hit Song Prediction 
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Figure 2. The principal organizational structures of the music industry 
(http://www.planetoftunes.com/music-industry/music-industry-structure.htm#.VEZX20EyaSo) 

 

 

DATA UNDERSTANDING AND DATA PREPARATION 

The scope of this study is on all international songs that were released in the late 2012 and 2013. The 
dataset contains 30 variables with 2,139 observations. The main goal is to predict whether the popular 
(hit) songs have been ranked in either the Billboard weekly or yearly charts in the past year (dependent 
binary target variable, Target = 1). The Billboard charts tabulate the relative weekly popularity of songs or 
albums in the United States. The results are published in Billboard magazine in which chart rankings are 
based on the radio play, streaming online, and sales. The independent variables in the data set are 
shown in Table 1 with the appropriate roles and levels. As presented in Figure 3, the predictor variables 
can be categorized into four groups based on the characteristics of songs (length, track number, released 
information, beat, featuring, album, and genre), artists (awards, nationality, sex, members, and age), 
labels (label, parent company, and label founded) and social media (youtube, twitter, facebook, and 
youchannel).      
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Figure 3. An Overview of Song-Related Attributes 
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Table 1.  An example of variables used in this study 

 

We follow the five steps of the SEMMA methodology– Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess. We 
first explore all song-related variables to get a sense of both hit and non-hit songs. Any inconsistencies, 
errors, or extreme values in the dataset are treated appropriately. Some variables are transformed for 
better model development. As presented in Figure 1, the first and second scenarios consider the case of 
all observations where the ratio of the target variable (Target = 1for Hit Song) is at 16.8%. For the third 
and fourth scenarios, the dataset is stratified to construct a model set with approximately equal numbers 
of each target variable. With a 50% adjustment for oversampling (359 Hit Song and 359 Non-Hit Song), 
the contrast between the two values is minimized, which makes pattern recognition in the dataset easier 
and more reliable.  
 

  

Category Name Model Role 
Measurement 

Level 
Description 

Target Target_TopChart Target Binary 0=Unsuccess ,1=Success 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Song 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Album Rejected Nominal The name of album 

Beat Input Nominal S=Slow , M=Medium ,F=Fast 

Featuring Input Binary 0=No , 1=Yes 

Genre Input Nominal A music genre 

ID ID Nominal Songs identification number 

Length Input Interval Song’s length(in minute) 

Letterwithspace Input Interval Number of letter with space of song’s 
name 

NumberOfAlbums Input Interval Number Of Albums 

ReleasedDay Input Nominal Music Released(number of day) 

ReleasedMonth Input Nominal Music Released(number of month) 

ReleasedYear Rejected Nominal Music Released(in year) 

Song Rejected Nominal The name of songs 

SongShowFeat  
Rejected 

Nominal The name of songs with show artist who 
featuring 

TrackNumber Input Nominal Number of track(in album) 

 
 

Artist 

Age Input Interval Age of leader singer(in year) 

Artist Rejected Nominal The name of artists/bands 

Award Input Interval Number of awards artist has won 

Members Input Interval Members of bands 

Nationality Input Nominal Nationality of leader singer 

Sex Input Nominal Sex of leader singer(M=Male 
,F=Female) 

 
Record 
label 

 

Label  
Input 

Nominal A record label (associated with the 
marketing of music recordings and 

music videos) 

LabelFounded Input Nominal A record label founded(in year) 

LabelParentcompany Input Nominal A record label Parent company 

 
 
 

Social 
media 

Facebook Input Interval Number of likes in artist official facebook 
page 

OfficialMusicvideo Input Binary 0=No , 1=Yes 

Twitter Input Interval Number of followers in artist official 
twitter 

Youtubedislike Input Interval Number of dislikes in youtube video 

Youtubelike Input Interval Number of likes in youtube video 

YoutubeView Input Interval Number of views in youtube video 

Youchannel  
Input 

Interval Number of followers in artist official 
Youtube account 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The final dataset is partitioned into training and validation dataset for each scenario. Three popular data 
mining techniques including decision tree, logistic regression, and neural networks are used to predict 
whether a song has the potential to become a hit song. Ensemble model is also considered to ensure the 
best model for the hit song prediction. The complicity of the model is controlled by fit statistics calculated 
on the testing dataset. We use three different criteria to select the best model on the testing dataset. 
These criteria include false negative, prediction accuracy, and misclassification rate. False negative 
(Actual Target = 1 but Predicted Outcome = 0) represents the case of an error in the model prediction 
where model results indicate that a song will not be considered a hit in the billboard music char, when in 
reality, it is. The false negative value should be as low as possible. The proportion of cases misclassified 
is very common in the predictive modeling. However, the observed misclassification rate should be also 
relatively low for model justification. Lastly, prediction accuracy is evaluated among the three models on 
the testing dataset. The higher the prediction accuracy rate, the better the model to be selected. 
 

 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 presents the histogram of beat of the songs, age of the artists and length of the songs. The ratio 
of the top hit songs is seemingly distributed across the distribution. The dataset is partitioned into 50% for 
training and 50% for validation. As presented in Table 2, a total of 13 models are developed. Neural 
Network with 10 Hidden units model produces the best results with the overall misclassification rate of 
0.01683, followed by Neural Network  with 100-Iterations model (misclassification rate of 0.01823), and 
Ensemble model (misclassification rate of 0.05610). To illustrate the implication of the decision tree 
model, the following five rule-base ““if-then” algorithms are presented. 
 

IF OfficialMusicvideo =1 AND  Twitter > = 210,421 AND Facebook >=11,758,051 
 THEN the probability of hit song is 85.0% 

 
IF OfficialMusicvideo =1 AND  Twitter > = 210,421 AND Facebook <11,758,051 
AND Genre = ALTERNATIVE ROCK, POP ROCK THEN the probability of hit song 
is 75.3% 
 
IF OfficialMusicvideo =1 AND  Twitter > = 210,421 AND Facebook <11,758,051 
AND Genre = HIP HOP, R&B, POP AND YouChannel >=163,277 THEN the 
probability of hit song is 53.2% 

 
IF OfficialMusicvideo =0 AND Facebook>=33,549,026 AND ReleasedMonth= 
10(October),9(September) THEN the probability of hit song is 52.2% 

 
 IF OfficialMusicvideo =0 AND Facebook<33,549,026 AND Nationality= 
AMERICAN, RUSSIAN, GERMAN AND Awards>=35 AND Letterwithspace<8 
THEN the probability of hit song is 53.8% 

 

 

The polynomial regression presented in Figure 5 indicates that Genre, OfficialMusicvideo, Facebook, 
Twitter, NumberOfAlbums and TrackNumber are among the important characteristics of top-rated song. 

Table 3 presents an overall models and important variables. 
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Figure 4. Histogram of Beat of the Songs, Age of the Artists, and Length of the songs 
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Model Misclassification Rate ROC Index 
Neural Network (10H) 0.01683 0.997 

Ensemble 0.05610 0.976 

Neural Network (100I) 0.06498 0.970 

Neural Network(Default) 0.06545 0.965 

Regression (default) 0.06685 0.969 

AutoNeural 0.06685 0.965 

Decision Tree 3Branch 0.08929 0.925 

Decision Tree Optimal 0.09818 0.917 

Decision Tree Maximal 0.09818 0.917 

Regression (Polynomial) 0.11828 0.905 

Neural Network(AfterTrans+Stepwise) 0.11925 0.907 

Regression (Trans+Stepwise) 0.12108 0.905 

Regression (Stepwise) 0.13137 0.902 

 

Table 2. Model Comparison 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Polynomial Regression 
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Type Scenario Model Description Important variables 

Balanced model 
718 records 

Target_Topchart 
Success = 16.78% 

Unsuccess = 
83.22% 

Scenario 1 
 

Decision tree(Optimal) 
YoutubeView, Genre,Youtubedislike, 

Length, Nationality 

Decision tree(3 Branch) 
YoutubeView, Genre,Youtubedislike, 
Length, ReleasedMonth, Facebook, 

YouChannel, Youtubelike 

Regression 
(Transform+Stepwise) 

YoutubeView 

Regression(Polynomial) YoutubeView 

Regression(Stepwise) 
Youtubedislike, YouChannel, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Youtubelike 

Neural Network 
(AfterTransform+Stepwise) 

YoutubeView 

Scenario 2 
(Without Youtube 

view, Youtube like, 
Youtube dislike) 

Decision tree(Optimal) 

Genre, ReleasedMonth, Twitter, 
Facebook, YouChannel, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Nationality, 
Letterwithspace,  Awards 

Decision tree(3 Branch) 
Genre, Length, ReleasedMonth, 

Facebook, YouChannel, 
OfficialMusicvideo, Beat, RelasedDay 

Regression 
(Transform+Stepwise) 

Facebook, OfficialMusicvideo 

Regression(Polynomial) Twitter, Facebook, OfficialMusicvideo 

Regression(Stepwise) YouChannel, OfficialMusicvideo 

Neural Network 
(AfterTransform+Stepwise) 

Facebook, OfficialMusicvideo 

Unbalanced model 
2139 records 

Target_Topchart 
Success = 50.00% 

Unsuccess = 
50.00% 

Scenario 3 
 

Decision tree(Optimal) 
YoutubeView,Genre,Youtubedislike, 

YouChannel, OfficialMusicvideo 

Decision tree(3 Branch) YoutubeView, Genre,Youtubedislike 

Regression 
(Transform+Stepwise) 

YoutubeView, Length, 
ReleasedMonth, Facebook, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Tracknumber, 
LabelFounded 

Regression(Polynomial) 
YoutubeView, Genre, ReleasedMonth, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Awards, 
Tracknumber 

Regression(Stepwise) 
Youtubedislike, YouChannel, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Youtubelike 

Neural Network 
(AfterTransform+Stepwise) 

YoutubeView, Length, 
ReleasedMonth, Facebook, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Tracknumber, 
LabelFounded 

Scenario 4 
(Without Youtube 

view, Youtube like, 
Youtube dislike) 

Decision tree(Optimal) 
Twitter, YouChannel, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Tracknumber 

Decision tree(3 Branch) 
Genre, Twitter, Facebook, 
OfficialMusicvideo, Awards 

Regression 
(Transform+Stepwise) 

Genre, Twitter, OfficialMusicvideo, 
Tracknumber 

Regression(Polynomial) 
Genre, Twitter, Facebook, 

OfficialMusicvideo, Tracknumber, 
NumberOfAlbums 

Regression(Stepwise) 
Genre, Twitter, OfficialMusicvideo, 

Tracknumber 

Neural Network 
(AfterTransform+Stepwise) 

Genre, Twitter, OfficialMusicvideo, 
Tracknumber 

 

Table 3.  An overall models with important variables 
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According to the decision trees and polynomial regression models, Official Music Video and Youtube 
View are the most important in determining the success in the Billboard chart. In fact, the study shows 
that promoting music videos through social media channels such as official Facebook fan page, artist's 
twitter account, or Youtube channel can increase the Youtube view significantly. For example, "Mirrors" is 
a song recorded by American singer-songwriter Justin Timberlake, who has over 39 million fans on 
Facebook and over 43 million followers on twitter (see Figure 6). "Mirrors" was issued as the second 
single from “The 20/20 Experience” in February 2013. It went on to top of the Australian Urban, Bulgarian, 
Croatian, European, Lebanese, Polish, South African and United Kingdom singles charts, as well as 
peaking at the number two on the Billboard Hot 100 in the United States. Music video has garnered over 
270 million views on YouTube.  
 
Thus, one of the important strategies is trying to increase Youtube views by announcing the releasing 
news compounded with the usage of social media including artist's twitter account, official facebook fan 
page and youtube channel to increase the awareness of the new single or album to the fan-based group. 
It can also be done by releasing news using media or arranging the interviews. Any events, shows, and 
activities with fan clubs can help launching the public awareness as well. It is also important to update the 
account regularly, responding to fan clubs’ comments, or keeping up with the most activities of the artists 
so that fan clubs understand their favorite artists are always active, responsive, and approachable. The 
other ways to empower the attention on Youtube channel are trying to keep the best music video on top 
of the page, create regular or favorite playlist, include the download or website link, and post the music 
video on the other social media channels.  
 

 

Figure 6. Justin Timberlake's official facebook fan page, official twitter account and youtube channel 

 

One of the biggest questions in the music world is what is the best genre of music? Today's music genres 
have been more broken down and deeper than ever. This study shows that music genres such as 
alternative rock, pop rock, hip hop, R&B, pop and country music increase a chance to be ranked in the 
Billboard chart as opposed to other music styles. For example, "Thrift Shop" performed by Macklemore & 
Ryan Lewis is considered the hip hop style. "Blurred Lines" performed by American recording artists 
Robin Thicke is toward the R&B style. Therefore, people involving in music production such as producers, 
songwriters, and composers should consider such types of music genre as one of the competitive factors.  
 
Track number of the album is also important. The first track number of each album is always top priority 
as it represents the quality of a music performance and can mostly draw attention from the audience.  
Beat of the music should be in the medium and fast level. Length of songs should be between 3.36 – 4.12 
minutes. Naming a song should be between 6 and 12 letters (with space) because it is easier to 
remember. New music should be non-featuring songs and be released in October, September, and 
November respectively, to increase the probability of higher ranking in the Billboard chart. Lastly, for 
American, Russian, or German singers with the age between 25 and 30, the larger number of musical 
awards received can increase the probability of higher ranking in the Billboard chart. As presented in 
Figure7, characteristics of a great song include released date, artists, and awards. 
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Figure 7. Characteristics of a great song: released date, artists, and awards 
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